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ABSTRACT

The upper-level tropical easterly jet (TEJ) is a crucial component of the summer monsoon system and

tropical general circulation. The simulation and projection of the TEJ, however, have not been assessed. Here

we evaluatemodels’ fidelity and assess the future change of the TEJ by utilizing 16models that participated in

phase 6 of the CoupledModel Intercomparison Project (CMIP6). Most of the models can reproduce the TEJ

reasonably well in terms of climatology, seasonal evolution, and interannual variability. Nevertheless, un-

derestimation of the TEJ’s intensity and extent is identified, with the maximum bias occurring in the jet

centers over the tropical Indian Ocean (IO) and the tropical eastern Pacific (EP). Under the shared socio-

economic pathway 5–8.5, the multimodel ensemble projects a remarkable reduction in the central TEJ in-

tensity by about 18% over the IO and 77% over the EP toward the end of the twenty-first century. The mean

intensity of TEJ will weaken by about 11%, and the extent will reduce by 6%, suggesting a significantly

weakened upper-levelmonsoon circulation in the future climate. The projected ElNiño–like warming pattern

over the tropical Pacific may play a critical role in the future weakening of the TEJ via inducing suppressed

rainfall over the tropical eastern IO and Central America. The model uncertainties in the projected TEJ

changes may arise from the uncertainties in the models’ projected tropical EP warming. The sensitivity of

future projections to model selection is also examined. Results show that the selection of models based on

different physical considerations does not yield a significantly different projection.

1. Introduction

The tropical easterly jet (TEJ) is a prominent feature

of the upper-level circulation in tropics as well as an

essential component of monsoon system, which exerts

great impacts on weather and climate over monsoon

regions and even global tropics (e.g., Krishnamurti and

Bhalme 1976; Koteswaram 1958; Hulme and Tosdevin

1989; Sathiyamoorthy et al. 2004; Rao et al. 2004). In

boreal summer, two jet centers are observed at 200hPa

(Figs. 1a–c). The stronger one is located over the Indian

Ocean (IO) with a maximumwind speed reaching 23ms21,

which results from the meridional thermal contrast be-

tween the Asian landmass and the IO and is enhanced

by the elevated heating over the Tibetan Plateau

(Koteswaram 1958). The intensity of the TEJ located

over the tropical eastern Pacific (EP) is only one-third of

the intensity of the IO TEJ, but it is a crucial component

of the North America summer monsoon system. Here

we will investigate both of the IO and EP TEJs, trying

to unravel more concrete characteristics by compar-

ing them.

The IO TEJ develops and retreats during the onset

and withdrawal of the Asian summer monsoon, respec-

tively, exhibiting a significant seasonal migration (Ding

et al. 1988). As for the EP TEJ, it forms when the mid- toCorresponding author: Bin Wang, wangbin@hawaii.edu
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upper-level flow shifts from westerly to easterly, asso-

ciated with the Mexican high dominating the upper-

tropospheric circulation in boreal summer (Barlow et al.

1998; Douglas et al. 1993; Higgins et al. 1997; Murakami

et al. 1992). On the interannual time scale, the TEJ is

tightly associated with the monsoon rainfall and pri-

marily attributed to the tropical sea surface temperature

(SST) anomalies over the tropical central-eastern

Pacific. The Indian summer monsoon rainfall enhances

during a stronger TEJ and decreases during a weaker

TEJ (Pattanaik and Satyan 2000; Kanamitsu et al. 1972;

Tanaka 1982). Meanwhile, the TEJ can be strengthened

by a La Niña event and weakened by an El Niño event

(Arkin 1982; Tanaka 1982; Chen and van Loon 1987;

Huang et al. 2019). Since model simulations have been

conducted in the past to evaluate the representation of

the lower-level monsoon system (e.g., Song and Zhou

2014; Sperber et al. 2013; Ogata et al. 2014; He and Zhou

2014; Kusunoki and Arakawa 2015), the model fidelity

in representing the TEJ and its variability remains

largely unknown.

Many studies have focused on the response of mon-

soon system to global warming by utilizing the future

projections in the Coupled Model Intercomparison

Project (CMIP) models, especially within the monsoon

regions (e.g., Maloney et al. 2014; Seo et al. 2013;

Kusunoki andArakawa 2012; Sooraj et al. 2016; Lee and

Wang 2014). It is well known that although the total

precipitation over the Asian monsoon region tends to

increase significantly, the low-level tropical circulation

will weaken under global warming due to the increased

static stability (Wang et al. 2014) and reduced meridio-

nal thermal gradient (Ueda et al. 2006). In addition, the

intensity of the atmospheric overturning circulation,

such as the Walker circulation, decreases as the climate

warms (Held and Soden 2006; Vecchi and Soden 2007;

Haarsma and Selten 2012). Although it is a prominent

feature of the monsoon system and tropical general

circulation, how and to what extent the TEJ will change

in its intensity, extent, and location under global warming

are not yet fully understood.

Considering the scientific gaps identified in phase 5 of

CMIP (CMIP5) reported in Stouffer et al. (2017), using

phase 6 of CMIP (CMIP6), building on the previous

phases of CMIP, is recommended. Compared to CMIP5

in which modeling groups worked independently,

CMIP6 tends to address the specific questions related to

the response of the Earth system to forcing, origins, and

consequences of systematic bias, and assessment of the

future climate changes (Eyring et al. 2016). CMIP6 also

FIG. 1. Climatological zonal wind at 200 hPa (shading; m s21) in boreal summer (June–August) from 1995 to 2014 derived from (a)–(c)

observations, (d)–(s) 16 individual model simulations, (t) the ensemble mean of the 16 models (16MME), and (u) 16MME bias. The

contour interval is 8m s21, and only easterlies are plotted. The contour in (u) indicates the easterly wind derived from the merged data of

ERA-Interim,NCEP-2, and JRA-55. Themodel bias is calculated as the difference between the 16MMEand themerged observation. The

red boxes in (a) denote the region of the IO (58S–208N, 408–1008E) and the EP (08–158N, 1308–808W), respectively, while the blue boxes

denote the western jet (108S–258N, 608–1608W) and the eastern jet (58S–208N, 1608–608W), respectively.
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makes model output available to scientific communities

in a common standard, infrastructure, and documenta-

tion (Balaji et al. 2018). Besides, CMIP6 has made an

effort to quantify the radiative forcings from the dif-

ferent specified external factors by establishing new

future pathways, the shared socioeconomic pathways

(SSPs; O’Neill et al. 2016; Riahi et al. 2017), developed

from the representative concentration pathways (RCPs;

van Vuuren et al. 2011) in CMIP5. Hence, our motiva-

tion is to provide a broad evaluation of the latest CMIP6

model output in representing the present-day TEJ and

projecting the future change of the TEJ under the new

CMIP6 scenario.

Section 2 introduces the CMIP6models and reanalysis

datasets used in the present study. Section 3 assesses the

models’ fidelity in simulating the present-dayTEJ. Section 4

evaluates the projected TEJ changes in future climate. The

sources of the uncertainties in future projections and the

sensitivity of projections to different model selection are

also examined in section 4. A summary and a discussion are

presented in section 5.

2. Data and methods

a. CMIP6 data

Themodel output archived from the CMIP6models is

used in this study, accessible through the Earth System

Grid Federation (ESGF) centers (https://esgf-node.

llnl.gov/search/cmip6/). Table 1 outlines the 16 early

released models from 12 modeling centers involved in

this study. The historical simulation is carried out for the

period from 1850 to 2014, which is generated by the

historical forcings based on observations including

concentrations of CO2 and other long-lived greenhouse

gases, volcanoes, solar forcing, and natural and anthro-

pogenic aerosols, and land use (Eyring et al. 2016). The

SSP5–8.5 (SSP585) scenario is chosen to examine the

potentially substantial changes in the future projection

of the TEJ, which represents the high end of the range

of future pathways and assumes a radiative forcing of

8.5Wm22 in 2100. The last 20 years of simulations in

both the historical and SSP585 scenario runs (i.e., 1995–

2014 and 2081–2100) will be evaluated in order to de-

termine the climate change. Note that eight Earth

system models (i.e., CanESM5, CESM2-WACCM,

CESM2, CNRM-ESM2.1, GFDL-ESM4, MIROC-

ES2L, MRI-ESM2.0, and UKESM1.0-LL) and two cli-

mate models (i.e., GFDL-CM4 and IPSL-CM6A-LR)

include a representation of the carbon cycle between

the atmosphere, ocean, and biosphere when perform-

ing the historical and SSP585 simulations, while the

remaining six models do not include the carbon cycle.

All model output data are interpolated onto a resolu-

tion of 2.58 3 2.58.

TABLE 1. The 16 CMIP6 models involved in this study and their development institutes and horizontal resolution.

No. Model name Horizontal resolution (longitude 3 latitude) Institute

1 BCC-CSM2-MR 1.1258 3 1.1258 Beijing Climate Center, China

2 CanESM5 2.81258 3 2.81258 Canadian Centre for Climate Modeling

and Analysis, Canada

3 CESM2-WACCM 1.258 3 0.93758 National Center for Atmospheric

Research, United States4 CESM2 1.258 3 0.93758
5 CNRM-CM6.1 1.48 3 1.48 Centre National de Recherches

Météorologiques, France6 CNRM-ESM2.1 1.48 3 1.48
7 EC-Earth3-Veg 0.78 3 0.78 European Center–Earth Consortium

8 FGOALS-g3 28 3 2.258 Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

9 GFDL-CM4 1.258 3 18 National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration and Geophysical Fluid

Dynamics Laboratory, United States

10 GFDL-ESM4 1.258 3 18

11 IPSL-CM6A-LR 2.58 3 1.268 Institute Pierre Simon Laplace, France

12 MIROC-ES2L 2.81258 3 2.81258 Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science

and Technology, Atmosphere and

Ocean Research Institute, National

Institute for Environmental Studies and

RIKEN Center for Computational

Science, Japan

13 MIROC6 2.81258 3 2.81258

14 MRI-ESM2.0 1.1258 3 1.1258 Meteorological Research Institute, Japan

15 NESM3 1.8758 3 1.8758 Nanjing University of Information

Science and Technology, China

16 UKESM1.0-LL 1.8758 3 1.248 Met Office Hadley Centre, United

Kingdom
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b. Observational data

The reanalysis datasets used in the present study in-

clude 1) monthly atmospheric components derived from

the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather

Forecasts (ECMWF) interim reanalysis (ERA-Interim)

(Simmons et al. 2007), the National Centers for

Environmental Prediction (NCEP)–Department of

Energy (DOE) reanalysis 2 (NCEP-2; Kanamitsu et al.

2002), and the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA)

55-year Reanalysis (JRA-55; Kobayashi et al. 2015);

2) monthlymean precipitation data derived fromGlobal

Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) version 2.3

(Adler et al. 2003); and 3) monthly SST data derived

from Hadley Centre Sea Surface Temperature version

1.1 (HadISST1; Rayner et al. 2003). The period is from

1995 to 2014, consistent with that in CMIP6 model his-

torical evaluation. Due to the high consistency of the

reanalysis dataset in climatology, a simply averaged at-

mospheric data of ERA-Interim, NCEP-2 and JRA-55

will be used as the merged observation.

c. Definition of the TEJ index

For an objective assessment on the TEJ, several

metrics are defined to describe the TEJ’s intensity, ex-

tension, and location. Taking the overall intensity and

coverage of the TEJ into account, the TEJ’s mean in-

tensity index Imean and extent index Iextent are defined as

the average speed and the total area (sum of the grid

points), respectively, of the 200-hPa easterly wind be-

tween 208S and 308N. The intensity in the centers of the

IO and EP TEJs is considered for a specific description

of the central TEJ, which is defined as the averaged 200-

hPa zonal wind over the IO region (58S–208N, 408–
1008E; large red box in Fig. 1a) and EP region (08–158N,

1308–808W; small red box in Fig. 1a) and referred to

as IIO and IEP, respectively. Besides, a weighted longi-

tude index Ilon and latitude index Ilat are calculated as

followed:
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where xi, yj, and Ui,j denote the longitude, latitude, and

zonal wind speed at the grid point (i, j) within the region

of 58S–158N, 508–1358E for IOTEJ and 108S–108N, 1408–
508W for EP TEJ, respectively. Also, N and M are the

total grids of longitude and latitude in the target region,

respectively; Umax denotes the maximum wind speed

with the regionmentioned above. Here, a wind region of

2m s21 (i.e., a5 2ms21) is considered for the TEJ over

IO and a5 1m s21 for the TEJ over EP. Such a weighted

longitude and latitude index is used to identify the lo-

cation of the jet center.

3. Simulated present-day TEJ in CMIP6 models

a. Climatology of TEJ in boreal summer

Figure 1 compares the climatology of the TEJ simu-

lated by CMIP6 models with the observational data in

boreal summer. In observations, upper-level easterly

wind covers most of the tropical regions with two jet

centers located over the IO and EP (Figs. 1a–c). Two

branches of the jet are observed in the entrance region

of the IO TEJ, with a northern branch over the South

China Sea and northwestern Pacific and a southern

branch over Maritime Continent and tropical western

Pacific. In general, the majority of the CMIP6 models

can reproduce the IO and EP TEJs, but substantial

biases can be found among individual models (Figs. 1d–s).

For example, BCC-CSM2-MR poorly produces the EP

TEJ (Fig. 1d). The multimodel ensemble (MME) mean

of the 16 models (16MME) suffers a significant un-

derestimation within the majority region of the TEJ

(Figs. 1t,u). The largest bias occurs in the central and

western IO TEJ as well as central and southeastern EP

TEJ with a magnitude exceeding 6ms21.

Figure 2 compares the vertical structure of the zonal

wind averaged along 08–158N from the middle tropo-

sphere to the lower stratosphere. The observed center of

the IO TEJ is located between 200 and 100hPa, whereas

the center of the EP TEJ is located at a lower height,

mainly between 300 and 150hPa (Figs. 2a–c). Most of

the CMIP6 models simulate reasonably well in the jet

center of IO TEJ but have biases in capturing the EP

TEJ (Figs. 2d–s). BCC-CSM2-MR (Fig. 2d) and

FGOALS-g3 (Fig. 2k) fail in producing the EP TEJ,

exhibiting strong westerly at the upper troposphere.

Consistent with the horizontal distribution, the 16MME

underestimates the intensity of both of the IO and EP

TEJs’ centers (Fig. 2u).
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The overall performance of the 16 CMIP6 models is

illustrated in Figs. 3a and 3b by evaluating the pattern

correlation coefficient (PCC) and normalized root-

mean-square error (NRMSE) against the merged ob-

servation in the upper-level zonal wind over tropics

(108S–258N; Fig. 1) and vertical section averaged along

08–158N (Fig. 2). The NRMSE is calculated as the RMSE

normalized by the spatial standard deviation of the

merged observation. For tropical upper-level zonal

wind, the models’ PCCs range from 0.83 to 0.96 and the

NRMSE from 0.39 to 0.91 (Fig. 3a). A relatively large

range in PCC (0.77–0.96) and NRMSE (0.35–1.0) can be

found for the vertical section of the zonal wind (Fig. 3b).

Models with higher PCC tend to show smaller NRMSE

FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, but for the vertical section of zonal wind averaged along 08–158N from 500 to 50 hPa. The contour interval is 6m s21,

and only easterlies are plotted.
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both in Figs. 3a and 3b. To assess the TEJ more accu-

rately, the TEJ is divided into two parts. The western jet

represents the jet extending from Atlantic eastward to

the central Pacific (108S–258N, 608–1608W; large blue

box in Fig. 1a) and the eastern jet denotes the jet mainly

confined to central-eastern Pacific and northern South

America (58S–208N, 1608–608W; small blue box in Fig. 1a).

The models can reproduce the observed western jet re-

alistically (Fig. 3c), but they show poorer skills in cap-

turing the eastern jet (Fig. 3d). The PCC ranges from

FIG. 3. Performance of each observation, 16 individual models, and the 16MME verified against the merged

observations on (a) 200-hPa zonal wind (108S–258N, 08–3608), (b) vertical structure of zonal wind averaged along 08–
158N, (c) western TEJ (108S–258N, 608–1608W; large blue box in Fig. 1a), and (d) eastern TEJ (58S–208N, 1608–
608W; small blue box in Fig. 1a) in boreal summer during 1995–2014. The abscissa and ordinate are PCC and

spatially averaged RMSE normalized by the merged observed spatial standard deviation, respectively. The reference

data are the merged observations. B5MME denotes the MME of the best five models with the best representation of

the TEJ climatology used in future projection (see section 4), which are CESM2-WACCM, GFDL-CM4, IPSL-

CM6A-LR, MIROC-ES2L, and MIROC6.
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0.81 to 0.97 and NRMSE from 0.34 to 0.66 for the

western jet (Fig. 3c), and the PCC from 0.62 to 0.93 and

NRMSE from 0.51 to 1.89 for the eastern jet (Fig. 3d).

Note that the 16MME does not show the best perfor-

mance in the above aspects of the TEJ, but MIROC6

(X mark in green circle) outperforms the 16MME in

either PCC or NRMSE (Figs. 3a–d).

Figure 4 compares the TEJ index derived from ob-

servations and model simulations. It is found that all 16

CMIP6 models exhibit smaller values in Imean, IIO, and

IEP compared to observations, suggesting an underesti-

mation in the intensity of the jet with respect to the

averaged TEJ, jet centers over IO and EP. Specifically,

GFDL-CM4 and MIROC6 simulate the strongest Imean

and IIO, while CNRM-CM6.1 and CNRM-ESM2.1

produce the weakest Imean and IIO. BCC-CSM2-LR

even simulates westerly over the EP where easterly

prevails in observation. The intensity of the observed

easterly is28.1,217.9, and26.8m s21 for Imean, IIO, and

IEP, respectively, and the 16MME underestimates them

by 22%, 25%, and 47%, respectively. As for the extent

of TEJ, most of the CMIP6 models produce a smaller

size of TEJ with an averaged reduction of about 19%,

except for NESM3, which exaggerates the TEJ’s ex-

tent (Fig. 4b).

b. Seasonal evolution and interannual variability

As a prominent component of the monsoon system,

the TEJ manifests distinct seasonal evolution associated

with the onset and withdrawal of monsoon (Ding et al.

1988). The weakest Imean associated with a smaller Iextent
is observed in boreal spring (Figs. 5a,b). As theNorthern

Hemisphere monsoon develops, the easterly strengthens

and expands from May, reaching a maximum in August.

Then the Imean and Iextent decrease gradually byNovember

and increase slightly during boreal winter. The 16MME

does reasonably well in capturing the observed seasonal

cycle of the intensity and extent of the TEJ. However, it

underestimates the intensity throughout the year and the

extent from late spring to fall.

The seasonal migration of the central location of the

jet core can be found in the IO TEJ (Fig. 5c). Both the

merged observation and 16MME show that the jet

center locates near the equator in a weak amplitude

FIG. 4. Overall assessment of each observation (red), 16 individual models (green), and the

16MME (blue) verified against themerged observation on (a) the TEJ’s mean intensity Imean,

(b) extent Iextent, and (c) intensity in the TEJ’s center over the IO (IIO; 58S–208N, 408–1008E;
large red box in Fig. 1a) and (d) over the EP (IEP; 08–158N, 1308–808W; small red box in

Fig. 1a) in boreal summer during 1995–2014.
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from December to April, then moves northwestward

and intensifies gradually after the onset of the Asian

summer monsoon. It reaches the most northwestern

position in July and August with a maximumwind speed

higher than 20m s21, followed by a southeastward

movement and weakening associated with the retreat of

the monsoon. The 16MME exhibits a northward bias

(about 28–38) from June to September. In contrast, the

EP TEJ shows little seasonal migration, but two distinct

and separated modes (Fig. 5d). The TEJ dominates over

EP in Northern Hemisphere associated with the North

America summer monsoon from May to October while

the TEJ locates over northern South America from

November to the following April. The 16MME repro-

duces the two modes of the EP TEJ realistically with a

slight northward and westward displacement from June

to October.

Interannual variability also features the TEJ, whose

leading mode can be identified using the empirical or-

thogonal function (EOF). In observation, the leading

mode of the TEJ, which explains about 37.6% of the

total variance, represents consistently negative anoma-

lies in two jet centers and a positive anomaly in the en-

trance region over the western and central Pacific

(Fig. 6a). It indicates a coherent variation in the in-

tensity of two jet centers, which is mainly modulated

by El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (Arkin 1982;

Tanaka 1982; Chen and van Loon 1987). The cooling

over the central-eastern Pacific favors suppressed rainfall

in situ and enhanced rainfall over theMaritimeContinent

via intensifying the Walker circulation (Figs. 6c,e). The

suppressed rainfall over tropical Pacific triggers upper-

level easterly anomalies to its east from the tropical EP

eastward to tropical IO as Kelvin wave responses via the

release of latent heat, which is in accordance with the

result of Huang et al. (2019). Meanwhile, the enhanced

rainfall over theMaritime Continent associated with the

divergent center at the upper level favors easterly

anomalies over the IO. The 16MME exhibits a high

reproducibility in the spatial distribution of the leading

mode of TEJ as well as its association with ENSO and

rainfall (Figs. 6b,d,f). Still, an underestimation of the

variability occurs among most CMIP6 models, which is

supported by the weaker amplitude of the anomalies

and a smaller explained variance (30.4%). Besides, the

overestimation of cooling in the tropical western IO and

the underestimation of warming in the tropical eastern

Atlantic are also identified (Fig. 6d).

4. Future change of the TEJ under SSP585

Considering the significant spread among individual

models, efforts have beenmade to optimally select some

best models in representing the TEJ in the historical

FIG. 5. Seasonal evolution of (a) the TEJ’s mean intensity Imean, (b) extent Iextent, and (c) the longitude (abscissa)

and latitude (ordinate) of the TEJ’s center over the IO and (d) over the EP for themerged observations (black) and

16MME (blue), respectively. The model spreads (vertical bars) in (a) and (b) are calculated as the standard de-

viation of 16 models. The numbers in (c) and (d) denote the corresponding months, and the sizes represent the

intensity of the jet center.
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period for the sake of more faithful future projection.

The model selection is based on the ranking of NRMSE

for the horizontal and vertical distribution of the tropi-

cal zonal wind, the western and eastern jet (Fig. 3). Only

the model with the NRMSE ranking higher than half of

the 16 models for all four aspects is selected. There are

five models selected as the ‘‘best’’ models in simulating

the TEJ, which are CESM2-WACCM, GFDL-CM4,

IPSL-CM6A-LR, MIROC-ES2L, and MIROC6. The

MME of the best five models (B5MME) exhibits better

skills than 16MME in depicting the TEJ’s climatology in

boreal summer (Fig. 3) as well as the TEJ’s variability

(figure not shown). Besides, the B5MME also shows

high reproducibility in the present-day tropical precipi-

tation and SST pattern (figure not shown), which further

provides more evidence to use the B5MME to project

the TEJ changes. Therefore, the B5MME is used to

examine the future change of the TEJ by comparing the

difference between present-day simulation (1995–2014)

and SSP585 scenario (2081–2100) in this section.

a. Mean state change in boreal summer

Figures 7a and 7b illustrate the projected change in

the TEJ under the SSP585 scenario. The B5MME

projects an apparent weakening in the two jet centers

and a reduction of the jet’s extent over the northern EP

(Figs. 7a,b). The intensity of the IOTEJ tends to weaken

in amplitude by 2.7m s21 (about 18%). Meanwhile, the

projected EP TEJ decreases dramatically by 3.7m s21

(about 77%), indicating the disappearance of the jet

center over EP in future climate. Correspondingly, the

projected mean easterly wind and extent decrease by

about 11% and 6%, respectively, implying a general

weakening of the tropical upper-level circulation.

The underlying mechanisms for the maximum re-

duction occurring over the IO and EP are also exam-

ined. Corresponding to the reduced easterlies in the two

jet centers, relatively low pressure and cold center are

projected to the north of the jet centers at the upper

level (Fig. 7c), indicating negative meridional pressure

gradient anomaly and meridional temperature gradient

(MTG) anomaly over the IO and EP. Projected en-

hanced rainfall dominates over the equatorial western

Pacific, associated with the suppressed rainfall over

tropical eastern IO in amplitude of 1.5mmday21 (about

25%) (Fig. 7e) via the connection of anomalous Walker

circulation. The suppressed rainfall over tropical eastern

IO maintains the upper-level convergence and leads to

the anomalous divergent westerly (Fig. 7d). The rainfall-

induced divergent westerly only explains 18% of the

total westerlies, suggesting a handful of the contribution

of the suppressed rainfall over tropical eastern IO to the

weakening of the IO TEJ. The projected tropical pre-

cipitation pattern also indicates a southward shift in the

FIG. 6. (a),(b) The spatial distribution of the leading mode of 200-hPa zonal wind (shading; m s21) in boreal

summer from 1995–2014. (c),(d) SST (shading; 8C) and (e),(f) precipitation (shading; mmday21) regressed against

the principal component of the TEJ’s leading mode (i.e., PC1) for (left) the merged observations and (right)

16MME. The contours with an interval of 8m s21 in (a) and (b) denote the climatological easterly wind for the

merged observation and 16MME, respectively. The dots in (d) and (f) denote significant at 90% confidence level in

at least half of models.
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intertropical convergence zone and precipitation over

Central America tends to decrease by 2.9mmday21

(about 36%). The noticeably suppressed rainfall over

Central America excites a strong cyclonic circulation

to its north at the upper level as Rossby wave re-

sponses, resulting in anomalous westerlies along

the southern flank of the cyclone and thus weakening

the EP TEJ (Fig. 7c). The above precipitation

anomalies can be attributed to an El Niño–like
warming over the tropical Pacific via the ‘‘warmer-

get-wetter’’ mechanism (Fig. 7f), which is consistent

with previous studies (e.g., Meehl and Washington

1996; Chadwick et al. 2014; Huang et al. 2013; Ma

and Xie 2013).

Distinct changes can also be found in the vertical

structure of the TEJ (Figs. 8a,b). The projected IO TEJ

exhibits a significant upward lift, consistent with the

change in the MTG according to the thermal wind bal-

ance. The MTG is negative (warmer in the south) be-

tween 500 and 200 hPa but positive (warmer in the

north) between 150 and 100 hPa (Fig. 8c). The uneven

distribution in the vertical temperature might be asso-

ciated with uneven upward heat transport linked to the

model cumulus parameterization schemes and/or cloud–

radiation feedback. As for the EP TEJ, reduced east-

erlies extend from 300 to 100hPa, coherent with the

local negative MTG (Figs. 8b,d).

b. Seasonal evolution and interannual variability

Figure 9 presents the projected seasonal evolution of

the TEJ, which suggests that the seasonal cycle of the

TEJ will not change appreciably by the end of the

twenty-first century. Specifically, a slight weakening in

the easterly wind is projected fromNovember to July by

about 0.6m s21, accompanied by a slight reduction in the

TEJ’s extent (Figs. 9a,b). Little change can be seen in

the location of the IO TEJ except for a slight eastward

shift in May, June, September, and October (Fig. 9c).

The projected EP TEJ exhibits a significant southeast-

ward displacement from July to October, which is co-

herent with the reduction of extent over the northern

EP (Fig. 9d).

The projected TEJ’s interannual variability and its

association with the tropical SST and precipitation are

shown in Fig. 10. The projected leading mode is similar

to that in the historical period whose explained variance

was 36% but in a smaller amplitude and explained var-

iance (34.4%) (Figs. 10a,b). The TEJ’s relationship with

ENSO remains similar in future climate (Figs. 10c,d), as

the correlation coefficient between the principal com-

ponent of the TEJ’s leading mode (i.e., PC1) and Niño-3
index (58S–58N, 1508–908W) shows a trivial change

(20.83 in the present day and20.84 in the future). Note

that the related SST anomalies over the central Pacific

FIG. 7. (a) Climatological zonal wind at 200 hPa during 2081–2100 (shading; m s21) using the B5MME. Projected

changes in (b) 200-hPa zonal wind (shading; m s21), (c) 200-hPa geopotential height (contour; gpm), horizontal

winds (vectors; m s21) and 500–200-hPa averaged temperature (shading; K), (d) 200-hPa velocity potential (con-

tour; 106 s21) and divergent wind (vectors; m s21), (e) precipitation (shading; mmday21), and (f) SST (shading; 8C)
between the SSP585 simulation (2081–2100) and historical simulation (1995–2014) using the B5MME. The con-

tours in (a) and (b) denote the climatological easterly wind in the historical period. The contour intervals in (a)–(d)

are 8m s21, 8m s21, 10 gpm, and 13 106 s21, respectively. The vectors in (c) and (d) and dots in (e) and (f) indicate

where all of the best five models have the same sign.
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exhibit a slight eastward shift, which is likely linked to a

deepening of the thermocline in tropical Pacific re-

sponse to global warming, and so does in the related

precipitation pattern (Figs. 10e,f). Accordingly, a zonal

narrowness and ameridional expansion of themaximum

positive anomalies of the leading mode is projected

(Fig. 10b).

c. Model uncertainty

Although CMIP aims to assess the future climate

change under global warming, the uncertainty remains

an obstacle for a faithful projection. Figure 11 presents

the intermodel uncertainty of the projected changes in

TEJ using 16 CMIP6 models. All models have an

agreement on the weakening of the centers of the TEJ,

projecting a range of 0.7–7.7m s21 for the IO TEJ and

0.7–8.0m s21 for the EP TEJ. In contrast, the models

show inconsistency in the signs of changes with respect

to the mean easterly wind (Imean) and extent (Iextent),

implying a considerable model uncertainty in the TEJ

projection. Such a large uncertainty is discernable not

only among 16 models but also among the best five

models. Despite the B5MMEprojects a weakened Imean,

IPSL-CM6A-LR exhibits a slight strengthening. CESM-

WACCM projects the largest magnitude in the weak-

ening of the centers of the IO and EP TEJs, implying a

more sensitive response of atmospheric circulation to

global warming. GFDL-CM4 simulates an expansion of

the TEJ in future climate against the other four models.

An interesting question remains as to what causes the

model uncertainty of the TEJ projection. Since the ob-

served interannual variability TEJ is primarily con-

trolled by ENSO (Fig. 6) and the uncertainties in the

projected tropical Pacific SST changes can influence the

projections of atmospheric circulations (Ma and Xie

2013; Long et al. 2016), it is hypothesized that the pro-

jected tropical Pacific SST changes play a critical role in

the model uncertainties of the TEJ projection. Hence,

the relationship between the changes of the IO TEJ

and EP TEJ and the changes of the projected tropical

FIG. 8. (a) Climatological zonal wind at 200 hPa averaged along 08–158N (shading; m s21) and (b) the projected

changes (shading; m s21) during 2081–2100 using the B5MME. The contours with an interval of 4m s21 in (a) and

(b) denote the climatological easterly wind in historical period. Difference in temperature change (8C) over the
northern region (208–308N) and the southern region (58S–58N) averaged along (c) the IO region (408–1008E) and
(d) the EP region (1308–808W). The dots in (b) indicate where all of the best five models have the same sign.
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eastern Pacific SST among 16 individual models is ex-

amined (Fig. 12). Results show that the changes of both

the IO TEJ and EP TEJ are indeed significantly corre-

lated with the projected Niño-3 SST changes with the

correlation coefficient of 0.62 (P , 0.05) and 0.76 (P ,
0.01), respectively. This suggests that the models that

project the tropical eastern Pacific warming pattern

predict weaker TEJs in both the IO and EP. The

FIG. 9. Seasonal evolution of (a) the TEJ’s mean intensity Imean, (b) extension Iextent, and (c) the longitude

(abscissa) and latitude (ordinate) of the TEJ’s center over the IO and (d) over the EP using the B5MME for

historical simulation (gray) and SSP585 simulation (red), respectively. The numbers in (c) and (d) denote the

corresponding months, and the sizes represent the intensity of the jet center.

FIG. 10. (a),(b) Spatial distribution of the leadingmode of 200-hPa zonal wind (shading; m s21) in boreal summer

during 2081–2100 using the B5MME. (c),(d) SST (shading; 8C) and (e),(f) precipitation (shading; mmday21) re-

gressed against PC1 for (left) the historical simulation and (right) the SSP585 simulation. The contours with an

interval of 8m s21 in (a) and (b) denote the climatological easterly wind in the historical simulation and SSP585

simulation, respectively. The dots in (c)–(f) denote significant at 90% confidence level in at least half of the best five

models.
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mechanism behind this relationship is consistent with

that by which ENSO affects the TEJ. The model spread

also indicates that the future changes of the TEJ are likely

to be dependent on the projected Niño-3 SST changes.

d. Sensitivity of the projected changes to the model
selection

The future projections are usually provided by all

models ensemble mean (e.g., Wang et al. 2020) or some

selected models that can best simulate the climate sys-

tems’ climatology and/or variability in the historical

simulation (e.g., Lee and Wang 2014). We should note

that any selected group of models cannot warrant a re-

liable projection. However, we can test the sensitivity of

the projections to the selection method to examine how

different the projections will be. Different from the best

five models based on the TEJ climatology mentioned

above, an alternative selection metric is based on the

FIG. 11. Box plots of projected changes in four TEJ indices (i.e., Imean, IIO, IEP, and Iextent) in

boreal summer of 16 CMIP6 models. The box represents the interquartile range (IQR) and

contains 50% of the data. The upper edge of the box represents the 75th percentile (Qu) and

the lower edge is the 25th percentile (Ql). The horizontal line within the box is the median.

The vertical dashed line represents the range of the nonoutliers. Crosses represent outliers

that are either greater thanQu 1 1.53 IQR or less thanQl 2 1.53 IQR. The dots represent

the best five models with better skills in simulating the TEJ climatology.

FIG. 12. Relationship between the Niño-3 SST changes (abscissa; 58S–58N, 1508–908W) and the changes of the

intensity of (a) the IO TEJ (IIO) and (b) the EP TEJ (IEP). The intermodel correlation coefficient is shown at the

top-right side in each panel.
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models’ skills in the simulated Niño-3 SST anomaly and

the relationship between the Niño-3 SST and the

TEJ. This new criterion considers the dominant role of

the ENSO in the observed TEJ variability as well as the

role of projected Niño-3 SST changes in the future

changes of the TEJ. Using this new criterion, five

new models, CanESM2, CESM2, GFDL-CM4, GFDL-

ESM4, and NESM3, are selected (Fig. 13). These five

models largely differ from the best five models based on

the TEJ climatology, with only one model, GFDL-CM4,

in common.

Figure 14 compares the projections of the IO and EP

TEJ using theMME of the best five models based on the

TEJ climatology (B5MME), the newly selected models

based on simulated Niño-3 SST anomaly and its rela-

tionship with the TEJ (B5MME-SST), and all 16 models

(16MME). For the IO TEJ, the three projections are

nearly the same before 2075. After 2075, the B5MME

and B5MME-SST projections diverge, but their means

are very close to the 16MME. For the EP TEJ, the

B5MME-SST and 16MMEproject similar changes while

the B5MME, projecting the weakening of the EP TEJ, is

systematically stronger than the other two. Table 2

compares the climatological means and model spreads

(i.e., intermodel standard deviation) during 2081–2100

for the projected IO and EP TEJ changes among three

projections. It is demonstrated that the three projections

share highly consistent projections of the IO TEJ and

EP TEJ with very similar climatological means and

standard deviations. Furthermore, the Student’s t test

and F test are used to evaluate the statistical significance

of the means and standard deviations among three

projections, respectively. Results show that the differ-

ences in means and standard deviations among the three

projections for both the IO and EP TEJs are hardly

statistically significant at a 90% confidence level. This

suggests that the different model selections do not yield

significantly different results of the projected TEJ

changes.

5. Summary and discussion

The CMIP provides the opportunity for a better un-

derstanding of the past, present, and future climate. Our

motivation is to assess the model fidelity in representing

the TEJ’s climatology and variability and projecting

future change under the SSP585 scenario by utilizing the

latest CMIP6 models output.

Most of the CMIP6 models have the ability to repre-

sent the TEJ in terms of climatology, seasonal evolution,

and interannual variability. However, models underes-

timate the intensity and extent of the TEJ, especially

over the IO and EP TEJs. Such a bias can also be found

in the seasonal evolution and the amplitude of interan-

nual variation.

FIG. 13. Performance of the 16 individual models, the 16MME

(black dot), the B5MME-SST (black triangle), and the B5MME

(black circle) against the observation on the Niño 3 SST pattern

and the Niño-3 SST–TEJ relationship. The abscissa denotes the

PCC of the regressed tropical Pacific SST pattern (1208E–808W,

208S–208N) onto the Niño-3 index in 16 individual models against

the observation. The ordinate denotes the correlation coefficient

between the Niño-3 index and the PC1 of the TEJ’s leading mode.

The B5MME-SST denotes the MME of the five selected models

(i.e., CanESM5, CESM2, GFDL-CM4, GFDL-ESM4, and

NESM3; colorful markers in black box). The dashed line indicates

the observed correlation coefficient between the Niño-3 index

and PC1.

FIG. 14. Changes in (a) the IOTEJ (IIO) and (b) theEPTEJ (IEP)

using the 16MME (black), B5MME-SST (red), and B5MME

(blue). The shading denotes the model spread of 16MME, which is

defined as one standard deviation of the individual model’s de-

parture from the MME. The anomaly is obtained from the clima-

tology of 1995–2014. A 5-yr moving average is applied to all time

series. The vertical lines denote the years of 2014 and 2081,

respectively.
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The multimodel ensemble projects a weakened TEJ

by the end of the twenty-first century under the SSP585

scenario. Specifically, remarkable reductions occur in

the central TEJ intensity over the IO (by about 18%)

and over the EP (by about 77%). The dramatic reduc-

tion in the EP TEJ implies a disappearance of a jet core

over the EP. Besides, the IO TEJ will be lifted upward

due to the change in the vertical distribution of meridi-

onal temperature gradient. The mean intensity and ex-

tent of the TEJ will reduce by about 11% and 6%,

respectively, suggesting a significant weakening of the

tropical upper-level circulation in the future climate.

However, the TEJ’s seasonal evolution and interannual

variability remain roughly the same despite a slight de-

crease in the intensity and extent.

The dramatic weakening of the IO and EP TEJs is

directly linked to the decrease of rainfall. The sup-

pressed rainfall over tropical eastern IO might explain

18%of the weakening of the IOTEJ through generating

the upper-level convergence and favoring divergent

westerly over tropical IO. Other factors that contribute

to the remaining 82% of the weakening still need to be

unraveled. Suppressed rainfall over Central America

with a decrease of about 36% may largely cause the

weakening of EP TEJ. The reduced easterly corre-

sponds to the upper-level cyclone over North America

excited by the suppressed rainfall over Central America

as Rossby wave responses. The projected tropical rain-

fall is likely attributed to the El Niño–like warming via

the ‘‘warmer-get-wetter’’ mechanism under global

warming.

Large model uncertainties remain in the projection of

the TEJ, which may arise from the uncertainties of the

projected tropical eastern Pacific SST changes. A pro-

jected warmer Niño-3 SST pattern corresponds to

weaker TEJs in both the IO and EP. This is consistent

with the observation that ENSO can affect TEJ vari-

ability. The results of different selection methods are

compared to examine the sensitivity of the projection to

the model selection. The B5MME-SST based on the

simulated Niño-3 SST anomaly and its relationship with

the TEJ and the 16MME project similar changes of the

IO TEJ and EP TEJ as the B5MME does. This suggests

that the selection of models does not result in signifi-

cantly different future projections.

Our results show awesterly bias of the TEJ in 16MME

and a significant intermodel diversity of the TEJ (Figs. 1

and 2). The intermodel diversity of the TEJ may arise

from themodels’ simulated SST. The regression analysis

on the historical simulations among 16 models indicates

that the simulated cold SST over the South IO favors

low-level northward cross-equatorial over the western

IO which enhances the South Asian rainfall along the

foothill of the Himalayas and the Bay of Bengal, thus

contributing to a stronger IO TEJ (figure not shown).

The simulated cooling over the Pacific cold tongue also

enhances the low-level northward cross-equatorial flow

and rainfall over the eastern North Pacific, which leads

to a stronger EP TEJ (figure not shown). It is indicated

that improving the simulated SST errors helps models

produce a correct TEJ.

Figure 7 shows that the subsidence and anomalous

heat sink are located over the equatorial IO, but the

Rossby wave responses occur only in the Northern

Hemisphere, leading to an asymmetric structure that

differs from the symmetric response in the Matsuno–

Gill model (Gill 1980; Matsuno 1966). This asymmetric

response is mainly attributed to the presence of the

monsoon easterly vertical shear in theNorthernHemisphere

Asian monsoon region. Wang and Xie (1996) and Xie

and Wang (1996) extended Matsuno’s theory by includ-

ingmean flows and demonstrated that an easterly vertical

shear can drastically amplify moist Rossby waves while

westerly shears tend to reduce them. The related mech-

anisms by which the vertical shear can change the Rossby

wave responses are discussed in detail in their papers.

Such an asymmetric response was also illustrated by a

linearized general circulation model experiment (Figs. 5

and 6 inWang et al. 2003), indicating a crucial role of the

vertically sheared flow in modulating the Rossby wave

response.

The SSP585 scenario is chosen in the present manu-

script since it is the highest emission scenario to inves-

tigate the maximum change in the TEJ that can be

expected. However, it does not imply that this scenario

is the most likely condition in the future. The dramatic

TABLE 2. Climatological mean and intermodel standard deviation during 2081–2100 for the projected IO TEJ and EP TEJ changes using

B5MME, B5MME-SST, and 16MME.

IO TEJ EP TEJ

Mean (m s21) Standard deviation (m s21) Mean (m s21) Standard deviation (m s21)

B5MME 2.7 2.9 3.7 3.2

B5MME-SST 2.0 2.0 3.0 2.2

16MME 2.4 2.4 3.2 2.2
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weakening of the TEJ under the SSP585 scenario raises

the implication that the changes of the TEJ may be held

under other lower emission scenarios. Further research

on the comparison of the TEJ projection under different

pathways is imperative to detect the sensitivity of the

TEJ changes to global warming.
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